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W

e have invested significantly
to replace our powered access
fleet towards more specialist hybrid
or electric equipment to keep up with
market demand and comply with
increasingly strict emissions regulations.
Approximately 64% of AFI’s mobile
elevating working platform (MEWP) hire
fleet is now electric or hybrid and the
low emissions make them ideal for use
on restricted sites, in low emission zones,
specialist applications and indoor work.

Our MEWP hire fleet includes a full
range of electric and diesel-powered
articulated and telescopic boom
lifts. Due to increasing pressures on
governments to improve local air
quality and reduce noise pollution,
we are seeing more low emission

zones, noise limits
and workplace
regulations. Recent
technological advancements made
electrification and hybridisation
more suitable for a wider range of
our customers. Zero-emission or
low-emission
MEWPs are
much better
suited for
operation
in emissionsensitive
environments;
inside buildings,
shopping
centres, hotels,
hospitals,
airports and
schools.
They are also
widely used
in factories
and industrial
facilities, for
maintenance

ARG
$5m Skyjack
investment
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work, and inspections, building asset
management and both planned and
preventative building maintenance.
Our national delivery fleet is Ultra
Low Emission Zone Ready and
Euro 6 compliant, not just in Central
London (where the ULEZ scheme
is operating), and AFI-Uplift’s
entire van fleet servicing powered
access customers across the UK is
compliant. Over recent years we
have invested heavily in a rolling
programme to provide their own
in-house transport fleet so that we
can take full responsibility and control
of every aspect of the delivery
process for our powered access fleet.
The efficiency of the fleet has been
increased by strategically locating the
vehicles throughout our UK depot
network to ensure that the MEWPs
are delivered to customers quickly
and collected promptly.

Focus on Super-Set
large machines
Page 4-5

AFI becomes Film & TV’s
‘Albert Sustainable Production’
recommended Supplier

A

FI has become a recommended supplier to the UK
Production & Broadcasting Industry by the prestigious
BAFTA Albert Consortium.

We were able to demonstrate an ongoing
commitment to reducing the environmental
impact that their specialist powered access
equipment has on film and media production
processes. As an Albert sustainable supplier,
we support the UK production industry’s
efforts to reduce its collective carbon
footprint. As a result, the productions can
display the Albert sustainable production logo
at the end of their credits (you might have
seen it on the TV at the end of the credits on
your favourite show).

screen industries together to tackle their
environmental impact and inspire sustainable
living. Founded in 2011 and governed by an
industry consortium, the group’s objective
is to empower everyone working in film and
TV production to encourage productions
to divert waste from landfill, engage senior
leaders and address energy efficiency. By
using approved Albert certified suppliers, the
media production companies are better able
to manage the environmental impact of their
production processes.

We have invested significantly to replace our
powered access fleet with Electric and Hybrid
equipment. Over 64% of our MEWP fleet
is electric or hybrid and the low emissions
make them ideal for use on enclosed sets,
indoor productions and emissions sensitive
environments.

John Tominay, AFI Group Media
Account Manager said:

Albert is a collaborative BAFTA,
indie and broadcaster backed
project that brings the

“We are extremely pleased that Albert has
recognised us as a supplier of powered
access equipment with a strong focus on
sustainable powered access equipment and
our environmental impact.This shows any
media, film and production company that we
are environmentally aware and take steps to
minimise our impact on the environment.
We supply specialist powered access
equipment to numerous Albert certified
productions to enable them to produce
some of the UK’s largest live media events
and TV/Film productions. Credits include;
The Romanoffs, War of the Worlds, Vera,
Coronation Street, Emmerdale and many
more.

AFI Online
Open an account
and place an order
in minutes as well as
accepting quotes online
It couldn’t be easier to open an AFI trading
account with AFI Online. New accounts
can now be set up in a matter of minutes,
meaning that new customers can enjoy the
benefits that instant access to their online
account brings, wherever they are.
www.afi-uplift.co.uk/openanaccount
Aerial View
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AFI Online

making it even easier for you to do business with us
Our web portal AFI Online works in ‘real’ time and is available 24/7, 365
days a year at a click of a button.
How AFI Online can benefit you

NEW FEATURES

• Details of MEWP orders & off hires
• Live MEWP contracts & projects

• Repeat order function – regular orders
fulfilled in a couple of clicks

• Recent contracts and projects

• View and accept your quotes

• Financial information

www.afi-uplift.co.uk/afilogin

• Hire and off hire MEWPs 24/7

• KPI reports

• Express checkout – fast and simple

Access Rental Gulf in $5m
USD Skyjack Middle East
fleet investment
Access Rental Gulf (ARG) part of the AFI
group of companies, placed a $5m new
equipment order with leading manufacturer
Skyjack. In total 55 machines were ordered,
comprising 35 Articulating Boom Lifts and 20
Telescopic Boom Lifts.
The investment represents an ongoing
commitment to provide a growing customer
base across the Middle East with premium
powered access equipment by working
closely with leading manufacturers.
ARG was established in 2008 and has a rental
fleet of over 1,000 powered access machines
from leading manufacturers across the United
Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
Bahrain.
The highly motivated team of engineers
and hire desk controllers are some of the
most experienced in the region and enjoy an
excellent working relationship
with Skyjack to ensure that
all machines working across
projects in the Middle East
are reliable and impeccably
maintained.

Chris Light – ARG Managing
Director, said:
“Skyjack is a key strategic partner to ARG.They
have a solid and well-proven reputation for
providing quality engineered, simple and reliable
access equipment which is easy to service
and maintain. We have worked closely with
Skyjack since we established in 2008. Skyjack
has proven to be an excellent investment and
we value the first-class support and technical
guidance that they have given us throughout this
time.”
This investment represents ARG’s
commitment to the Middle East market and
is part of a wider ongoing fleet refreshment
programme to ensure they have a modern
reliable and quality rental fleet. The new
machines will go straight into the ARG core
fleet, alongside a range of electric, diesel and
bi-fuel scissor lifts, telescopic boom lifts and
articulating boom lifts; with reach heights
from 8 metres to 43 metres.

Brian Parker
completes 3rd
ZIGGURAT
bike ride
challenge
Our Business
Development
Manager (Technical
Support) Brian
Parker took up a
326-mile, 4-day
cycling journey
from London to
Compiegne in
the 3rd annual
ZIGGURAT
challenge.
ZIGGURAT is the annual bike ride for the
construction and built environment sector
and this year’s challenge saw them head to
the Battlefields of France in September. Brian
is helping to raise money for Action Medical
Research; a charity that supports hundreds
of thousands of children and babies who are
devastated by disease and disability. You can
still sponsor Brian by visiting his page:
www.justgiving.com/72bparker

6 reasons to
sign up to
AFI Online
1. Hire and off-hire machines online - It’s easy
to hire a machine online when logged into
your account. You can also login and off-hire
a machine when you are ready for it to be
collected.
2. Access to your account 24 hours a day Access your account at your convenience.
See what machines you have on hire, edit

your details, hire and off-hire machines,
watch familiarisation videos and access
reports anytime of the day.
3. Check availability of machines - Enter
your dates and see what machines we
have available from our range of scissor
lifts, articulating booms, stick booms, push
around verticals and mast lifts.
4. View KPI’s, invoices and statements - View
your account balance, status, invoices and
statements.
5. View LOLER Certificates - Download and
view LOLER Certificates for the machines
you have on hire.
6. View your open quotes - You can also
convert any open quotes into orders.
Aerial View
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Reach
higher with
AFI’s
Super-Set
fleet

The JLG 1850SJ has a working height of 58.56m and its
telescopic jib provides 82,000m3 of work area and a
greater ability to reach up and over.

The JLG
1850SJ

T

he Super-Set is
our range of large
machines including
Electric and Diesel Scissor
Lifts, Diesel Articulating
Boom Lifts and Diesel
Straight Boom Lifts.
Whatever the high-reach
job, we have a machine to
help you do it.
Over the last few years we have
made considerable investment in the
Super-Set range, which features over
140 machines with working heights
from 20m to 58.56m. The popular
large machine hire range has its own
dedicated transport delivery fleet
which is Euro 6 compliant and Ultra
Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) ready. The
ULEZ scheme now operates 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week, every day of the
year in London and will be rolled out
to other areas of the UK. Over recent
years we have invested heavily in a
rolling programme to provide our own
in-house transport fleet so that we can
take full responsibility and control of
every aspect of the delivery process.
We have increased the efficiency of
the fleet by strategically locating the
vehicles throughout our UK depot
network to ensure that the MEWPs
are delivered to customers quickly and
collected promptly.
With our ULEZ delivery fleet we
take additional measures to reduce
emissions. Even though the engines
themselves are getting cleaner, we go
beyond that. Features such as driver
performance systems and fold-forward
ramps help to reduce emissions and
have further reduced fuel consumption
by approximately 10%. This is important
as a number of AFI customers are
now looking for proven environmental
efficiencies through their supply chains.
The Super-Set range meets a soaring
level of customer demand for larger
machines for use in applications such
as steelwork and signage erection, high
level repair maintenance.

Aerial View
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The
Holland
Lift
Megastar
G320
The largest scissor lift in
the Super-Set range is
the Holland Lift Megastar
G320. This machine has a
working height of 33.70m
and a platform length of
10.02m when extended.

The
Genie
SX-180
A working height of
56.86m makes the SX180 boom lift Genie’s
highest reaching
self-propelled boom
and one of the world’s
largest boom lifts. With
a horizontal reach of
24.38m, the SX-180 is
designed for extreme
access jobs.

Award winning machine
familiarisation videos
We have produced machine familiarisation videos for the Super-Set
range. They cover an introduction to the machines, specifications
and warnings, pre use checks, function checking and operating the
controls, emergency lowering procedures for rescues, and, where
fitted, secondary guarding. Separate videos have also been produced
concentrating solely on emergency lowering procedures.
Safety systems can vary by manufacturer so machine familiarisation is
more important than ever. For example, there are more computerised
operations to maintain stability and a safe working envelope so people
may not have experienced how a large boom automatically telescopes
in as it is being lowered. Any operator, supervisor, project manager
or safety manager can view the videos on a smart device by scanning a
QR code on the machine or by viewing them online at:
www.afi-uplift.co.uk/fam
Contractors receive the familiarisation link as part of the hire process
and can add the QR code and link to their website so that their staff
or sub-contractors can have pre-familiarisation before the MEWP even
gets to site. The videos can also be used by principal contractors as
part of their induction process or method statement to demonstrate
that they have taken steps to ensure machine familiarisation.

SmartZone System

T

he majority of Machines in the Super-Set fleet
are fitted with the SmartZone system, a stateof-the-art tracker and immobiliser which prevent
unauthorised use of powered access machines
and monitors usage.
SmartZone delivers several safety and security benefits to customers
when managing multiple sites. It is here to protect your team and assist
with 3rd party damages through:
• Providing a full audit trails of machine use and operator’s use
• Locks and unlocks from the operator’s SmartCard or IPAF
SmartCard, preventing unauthorised machine use
• Flexible multiple and single user access
• The MEWP will not work with alternative machine control boxes.

#SuperSet Facts - Did you know?

A

FI has a fleet of over 140 Super-Set machines consisting of electric and diesel scissor
lifts and straight stick and articulating diesel booms. The scissor lifts working heights
range from 20m to 33.70m and the Super-Set booms working heights range from 28m to
58.56m.
We have a specialist sales team and local account managers dedicated to the Super-Set fleet and a specific delivery fleet just for the range
so that we can offer national coverage. There’s a range of manufacturers in the fleet including JLG, Genie, Holland Lift and Niftylift and all
our engineers have been manufacturer trained. The range includes the impressive Holland Lift Megastar Diesel Scissor Lift which has a reach
height of 33.70m and the world’s largest boom, the JLG 1850SJ which has an eye watering reach height of 58.56m!
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Moog MBI
230X

Focus on Facelift
Bridge and Underbridge
Inspection equipment

F

ollowing the recent
acquisition of Facelift in
the summer, we are investing
in the Facelift brand through
systems and procedures and
we’ve made some selective
investment in equipment
and will be looking at further
investment as part of our 2020
budgeting process.
Facelift are a long-established powered
access rental business with a strong heritage
in the truck mounted platform market.
Founded in Hickstead in 1986, Facelift has
three key depots in Hickstead, Birmingham
& Liverpool and Newcastle (which is
operated from Liverpool). The acquisition
takes AFI’s UK fleet to over 7,500 units
and allows to substantially strengthen our
offering in the self-drive truck and van
mounted platform markets. It’s an excellent
geographic fit to Wilson, our existing truck

mounted business. Facelift provide bridge
and underbridge inspection units to provide
access for the inspection and maintenance
of highways and structures. A dedicated
highway structure and bridge inspection
team, with 30+ years experience advise
and supply access equipment for the
inspection and maintenance of the UK’s
highway structures. Routine maintenance and
scheduled inspections of highways structures
is complex. Facelift offer a comprehensive
range of services to enable customers to
reach their worksite, free on-site surveys to
ascertain client requirements, and assistance
with the preparation of Risk and Method
Statements. A dedicated (IPAF Certified)
Operator is always on hand to operate the

The Moog MBI 230X underbridge unit
enables engineers to undertake bridge
inspections on a dual carriageway in
one pass, therefore reducing traffic
management costs and job time by
half. This bridge inspection unit has
a platform that can extend up to
22m. It has a built-in hydraulic-drive
system which allows the platform to
be moved with minute precision whilst
fully extended. The Moog 230X has an
overbridging capacity of 2.50m and a
maximum parapet height of 2.50m.
The highway structure and bridge
inspection team can be contacted on
0121 313 0777.

machine safely and effectively. The team
schedule machine availability and technical
support to meet customers’ requirements
24/7/365. If required, they also provide
assistance with traffic management planning,
so no detail is left to chance.

Bridge and Underbridge Inspection Equipment available:
• Specialist underbridge units and bridge inspection platforms with up to 23m
under-reach and specialist structural inspection platforms
• On and off highway truck mounted platforms
• Self-propelled booms, scissors and atrium lifts.

Continued Focus on Safety
We aim to ensure that anyone working at height is doing it at the safest, most
professional way. MEWPs are recognised as one of the most efficient, effective
and safest means of providing access to the potentially high-risk task of work at
height. Acting safely and responsibly is an integral element of AFI’s philosophy.
The Accident Frequency Rate (AFR) is a way of measuring the accidents we
have based on a category of accident which is reportable to the Health & Safety
Executive (HSE). The all injury frequency rate for July, August and Sept is 0.00
and the YTD figure is 1.20.
We continually improve processes to deliver a safe-working-environment
and innovative HSEQ behavioural training for our employees has influenced
attitudes and understanding of the consequences of bad-practice and reduced
our Accident Frequency Rate. Earlier in the year we were one of just 56
organisations (9%) to win a Distinction in the 2019 International Safety Awards.
Aerial View
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New and used
powered access
machines for sale
Choose from the largest fleet of machines available for sale in the UK
34M BRONTO
TRUCK
Year: 2003
Fuel: Diesel
Price: £47,000 ex VAT

22M ASCENDANT
TRUCK
Year: 2006-2009
Fuel: Diesel
Price from: £26,750 ex VAT

12.5M ASCENDANT
VAN MOUNT
Year: 2014
Fuel: Diesel
Price from: £POA

TUEPEN LEO 23 GT
Year: 2008
Fuel: Diesel
Price from:
£32,282 ex VAT

22M BLUELIFT C22
LITHIUM
Year: 2013
Fuel: Diesel
Price: £35,000 ex VAT

45M WUMAG
TRUCK
Year: 2009
Fuel: Diesel
Price: £POA

For more information, call us on 01924 224392 or visit our website at www.afi-resale.co.uk
If you do not wish to receive any further marketing communications from the AFI group of companies
visit www.afi-group.co.uk/optout
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